
A ‘Law Check’ of Conservative Party HQ’s Fake Twitter ‘Fact Check’  

 

Introduction  

For even the most dyed in the wool Conservative voter, Conservative Central Headquarters’ decision 

to rename their twitter account as factcheckUK during Monday night’s leadership debates would have 

appeared unedifying.  This conduct, which has the clear potential to mislead the public, goes beyond 

party lines and drifts into tactics that no one would properly describe as fair or opaque. Indeed, it is 

tactic one would expect to be utilised by one of the worlds autocratic regimes rather than by a major 

party in a democracy like the United Kingdom.  

 

What happened? 

During Monday’s leadership debate between the incumbent Prime Minister, Boris Johnson, and the 

Labour Party’s Jeremy Corbyn, the Conservative Party Headquarters’ Press Office Twitter account, 

found at @CCHQPress,  renamed itself factcheckUK and changed its Twitter icon to a Twitter credibility 

tick, with the same image as their banner picture. As one can see by the image below they also 

changed their colour scheme.  As the Guardian reported ‘all other branding was changed to resemble 

an independent factchecking outlet, meaning it may not have been immediately apparent to an 

individual who saw the account’s tweets in their feed that it was a product of Conservative party HQ.’  

The account then proceeded to post ‘fact checks’ critical of Labour’s leader Jeremy Corbyn’s position 

on a variety of issues which to many would have appeared to be from one of the many independent 

fact checking organisations.  

 

 

Responses to this by CCHQ, Full Fact, and Twitter itself  

When he was questioned about this attempted deception by the BBC’s Emily Maitlis, the Conservative 

Party’s Chairman, James Cleverly, did not apologise.  This behaviour from the Conservative Party’s 

Twitter account follows the same account tweeting out an edited video of the Labour Party’s Sir Kier 

https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2019/nov/19/tories-tweet-anti-labour-posts-under-factcheckuk-brand
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-50482637


Starmer’s appearance on Good Morning Britain which was called out by the same show as being 

misleading for which the Conservatives’ Treasury Secretary Rishi Sunak later apologised.  

The Press Office’s behaviour in the ‘Fact Check scandal’  was criticised by independent fact-checking 

charity Full Fact, which tweeted: "It is inappropriate and misleading for the Conservative press office 

to rename their twitter account 'factcheckUK' during this debate. Please do not mistake it for an 

independent fact checking service such as @FullFact, @FactCheck or @FactCheckNI".   

Twitter, whilst not taking any decisive action, also fired out a warning with their spokesperson stating 

the following on Wednesday: 

"Twitter is committed to facilitating healthy debate throughout the UK general election. We 

have global rules in place that prohibit behaviour that can mislead people, including those with 

verified accounts Any further attempts to mislead people by editing verified profile information 

- in a manner seen during the UK election debate - will result in decisive corrective action”.  

 

Poor behaviour or a crime? 

Was this simply bad behaviour or something criminal? 

When considering the legal provisions which might apply to the actions of those who changed the 

name on the Twitter account, the offence of Fraud by False Representation may be the most 

appropriate offence to consider.  Under s 2 of the Fraud Act 2006 a person is guilty of an offence if 

they dishonestly make a false representation whilst intending to make, by that representation, a gain 

for himself or another, or to cause loss to another or to expose another to a risk of loss. The same Act 

sets out that a representation is false if it is untrue or misleading, and the person making it knows that 

it is, or might be, untrue or misleading. A “representation” can be any representation as to fact or law.  

A gain or loss, as required above for this offence, is a gain or loss in money or other property whether 

real or personal.   

Running through the elements above it is arguable that for a trained Press Officer to change the name 

of the account, using the verified by Twitter tick as a logo, is dishonest and therefore the requirement 

for a dishonest representation is satisfied. The intent of this person making the false representation 

would have been to ensure that Conservative candidates are elected to the House of Commons and 

that Labour candidates are not. It is therefore arguable that this was an intention to make a gain for 

another and to cause a loss to another in regard to a monetary gain by way of securing a parliamentary 

salary.  To that end “gain” does not have to mean profit; there can be a gain even where a person 

obtains money to which he is entitled. However, there must be a causative link between the intention 

to make the gain and the false representation. There have been previous convictions for fraud by false 

representation for lying on a CV under the Fraud Act 2006. In our view it could be argued that false 

representations intentionally made during an election campaign are not too dissimilar 

Conclusion 

The reality of the position is that the conduct alleged is another example of misconduct on behalf of 

or by a political party for which there is likely to be no sanction. 

False representations and lying in politics are nothing new. But why does it have to continue? The 

Electoral Commission said as a result of this incident "we repeat our call to all campaigners to 

undertake their vital role responsibly”. Let us see what the future holds.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3iJ5uqdpEm0
https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/politics/emily-maitlis-skewers-tory-party-20919382
https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/politics/emily-maitlis-skewers-tory-party-20919382
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